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Hi, my name’s Dan Wagner from Unitec here in Auckland

I teach in the School of Creative Industries where I’m a Senior Lecturer in Cinematography, and I’m also the Discipline Lead for Screen, which means I - and a colleague - 
basically run the film programme. 


My research relates to how Screen Education might learn from past changes in order to keep ahead of the current rapid and continuous changes the Screen Industries 
are currently experiencing. Today, I’m going to be talking about CHANGE, and I’m going to be doing it through the lens of my research, focused on Screen Education. I 
hope you can apply it laterally to your own discipline…because change is all around.
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change as a constant

How do we adapt to change as a constant?



to 
remain flexible

strategies

What strategies can we employ to remain in a state of flexibility, able to continually adapt and adjust to ever-evolving iterations of what was once familiar and fixed?



bottle strategies

How do we bottle these strategies and impart them to others?



teach strategies

How do we teach them to STUDENTS, as they forge, fresh-faced, into an ever-shifting future?



curricularise change

How can we curricularize change itself?



free up

How do we film educators free up our content AND our pedagogy enough to allow the tides of change…



free up

flow through

…to continue to flow through our teaching studios?



old ways with new tools?

Are we still teaching filmmakers the old ways with new tools? 



destinations?

To what new destinations are our cohorts bound?



serve them when they arrive?

And is what we’re teaching them going to serve them when they arrive where they’re going?



a new collective  
graduate profile?

Is there a new collective graduate profile emerging for tomorrow’s screen students?  
If so, the profile is now 3D and 360, stretching out in many different directions.
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If so, the profile is now 3D and 360, stretching out in many different directions.



position?

How can screen students know how to position themselves in an ever-shifting landscape?



We are only one-fifth of the way into the 21st century, and yet the 2000’s have already brought formidable development and disruption.  

Rapid, continuous, and accelerating change has affected almost everyone’s lives, 

has shaken the foundations of almost every industry 

and has contributed to a state of volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity - known by the acronym VUCA.
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“4 I R”

The digitisation of the world over the past forty years has set many significant changes in motion 

and has precipitated the Fourth Industrial Revolution (aka 4IR), 

which is transforming many industries across the globe. 



DON’T CHANGE IT !!! ON AUTO (until TheGigEconomy) 
Artificial intelligence, at the core of 4IR, is changing the face of employment 

and workers at all levels are having to re-evaluate their specialist skills. 

Industries across the goods and services spectrum have been transitioning from keeping a stable of full-time permanent employees 

into creating shorter, project-based jobs 

in which they employ independent contractors, who work for a variety of companies, 

and are hired based on their skills matching the available work.


This is The Gig Economy, which has been described as “by definition short term, task based, insecure and precarious”.  



So the nature of work is changing 

and more and more processes are becoming digitised 

and AI is looming on the horizon as a major driver of the re-definition of how things get done.




One area at the forefront of this evolution is the world of Moving Image.

What was once just the Cinema, joined later by Television, were the sole choices for Moving Image for roughly the first century of its existence. 

Later, portable video added itself to the mix and was enthusiastically taken up by everyone from artists to activists.



Capture 

Deliver 

Receive

Let’s look briefly now at emerging tools and methods to 

Capture moving image content,

to Deliver moving image content to audiences, 

and new possibilities for ways audiences can Receive moving image content.

This is mainly to get a sense for the continuous technological evolution taking place in the Moving Image arena



how we capture

A lot has already been said (and there’s still lots to say) about the plethora of new and emerging tools for capturing the moving image.




Mobile 
GoPro 
Drones 
360°/VR 
3D 
Light Field photography 
Spy-cams

A lot has already been said (and there’s still lots to say) about the plethora of new and emerging tools for capturing the moving image. 



Motion Capture is a technology whereby an actor wears a suit with markers on it. 

When filmed and put into a computer, a map is drawn of the motion 

and that map is scaled onto a computer-generated character. 

Well now, AI has enabled marker-less motion capture whereby a series of algorithms can detect 3-dimensional shapes and replicate their motion seamlessly.




Similar to Motion Capture, Performance Capture involves a camera mounted very close to an actor’s face, capturing all the subtle nuances of their expressions. With the 
help of AI, Performance Capture is now possible with no markers on the actor’s face.



You’re no doubt acquainted with the technique in which a blue or a green screen is placed behind actors, and then in post-production, everything that’s green is replaced 
by the desired background. 

Well, green screen itself is being replaced by a brand new effects technique sweeping the globe. 

Virtual sets are created by using a panel of LED screens surrounding the actors. This has had a number of impacts on the film workplace, one of which is the visual 
effects team, once exclusively in the post-production domain, is now finding themselves working on set next to the camera crew. This involves a whole new set of skills 
by people in a number of crew positions. 



The industry is evolving so quickly, just two days ago news came out about a new type of camera lens using Light Field Imaging. Using a hardware/software combination, 
this lens, which will be released next week, will enable the viewer to change what’s in focus - after the image has been captured. This technology, like VR, gives much 
more creative control to the viewer and is therefore a major game changer.



how we capture

So these are just a few examples of the swiftly shifting landscape of image capture.



how we deliver

How we deliver content to the audience is another area that’s shifting rapidly.




“Clix” by Ju Chia Lee is licences under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

Discussion has abounded for the last few years about how VR storytelling requires new rules for the maker and new roles for the user. Film conventions like editing to manipulate time and viewpoint have to 
be shelved for newer methods to sculpt the user’s experience. As mentioned earlier, the user is not just a passive observer, but has the potential to become part of the unfolding drama. This is huge. 



“Manifesto Labs” by Alex Dils is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

AR has yet to hit its stride as a storytelling platform, but there is rich performative possibility in the prospect of, for example, live performer interacting with virtual 
performer, both of whom are interacting with the user. Much to be mined there, and new languages to build. This is huge.



And there are other technologies emerging that also offer possibilities as becoming part of an immersive storytelling experience. 

•	 The developers of a skin-integrated wireless haptic interface for AR and VR are exploring the skin as an additional sensory interface to enhance the immersive 
moving image experience



•	 Smart Textiles are increasingly being developed with invisible interactive systems that hold promising potential as a tool for creative expression and can even be used as display systems for 
end-user consumption of moving image content.  



•	 This Google-developed platform called Deep Dream software uses deep neural networks to recognise faces and other images and to manipulate them in a variety 
of ways. It has already been used in a music video (https://youtu.be/dJ1VorN9Cl0) and it’s only a matter of time before Deep Dream shows up in narrative contexts.



•	 Brain-Computer interfaces, bridge those two elements, cutting out the middle-person. Elon Musk’s company Neuralink is currently developing an in-brain implant. While research is currently 
focused on its use as a diagnostic tool, there is also discussion around the potential for both delivering information to the brain and controlling devices directly from the brain. The possibilities 
abound for interaction with moving image content.  
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“Neural Pathways (stills from movie) by Alexy Kashpersky is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

And on and on. Many new types of capture and delivery tools, forging new neural pathways for our communication capacities.



new languages?

What new visual languages will these tools engender?




how we receive

How we receive information, moving image in this case, is also transforming and is transforming us. Content has carved multiple delivery pathways into our lives, and 
we’re learning to apply it in new ways. 



post-literacy

Consider, for example, the notion of post-literacy, the notion that literacy is doomed but will be replaced with something more powerful. Michael Ridley, (who defines 
post-literacy as “the state in which reading and writing are no longer a dominant means of communication”), postulates that “The post-literate world is to be welcomed 
not feared. Of course, getting there could be a bit disruptive. While the prospect of the end of literacy is disturbing for many, it will not be a decline into some new Dark 
Age but rather the beginning of an era of advanced human capability and connection.” 
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“Campfire Under the Stars” by Michael Hodge is licensed under CC-BY-NC-SA 2.0       

always stories

Yes, there will always be stories to tell, spun through evolving tools that in turn will continue to evolve the visual sophistication of audiences. And so cinematic-ish 
storytelling (in whatever form) is likely not going away.



however…

however…



In what other un-thought-of ways 
might today’s students, and subsequent generations -  

born connected and spreading content as a way of life - 
engage with visual media?
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media?



And what types of careers will arise 
around what will surely be 

transforming uses 
for visual media?

And what types of careers will arise around what will surely be transforming uses for visual media?



the Creative Trident

In the process of mapping employment in the creative workforce, Higgs & Cunningham identified three distinct “occupational situations” within which cultural sector jobs 
occur. These are: 

1.   Creative occupations within the core creative industries, which they call “Specialist Creatives”; 

2.	 Non-creative occupations within the creative industries, which they refer to as “Support Workers” (business and managerial occupations, for example, such as 
running a small arts festival); and  
3.	 Creative occupations outside of the creative industries, which they call “Embedded Creatives” (one example could involve creating instructional videos for a large 
pipe manufacturer). 
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In the process of mapping employment in the creative workforce, Higgs & Cunningham (admittedly 12 years ago) identified three distinct “occupational situations” within 
which cultural sector jobs occur. These are: 

1.   Creative occupations within the creative industries, which they call “Specialist Creatives”; 

2.	 Non-creative occupations within the creative industries, which they refer to as “Support Workers” (business and managerial occupations, for example, such as 
running a small arts festival); and  
3.	 Creative occupations outside of the creative industries, which they call “Embedded Creatives” (one example could involve creating instructional videos for a large 
manufacturer).    [SCROLLL DOWNNNN!!]


So, based on analysis of the job distribution data from amongst these three segments within the Australian economy at the time of the study, between the Specialist and 
the Embedded creative jobs, the majority of work falls in the Embedded category. 



Embedded Creatives

Specialist Creatives

Support Workers

Creative Industries

Which means that there are more people working in creative occupations outside of specifically creative industries 

than there are people working in creative occupations inside the creative industries. 


In that the creative industries are built largely around providing entertainment product, it stands to reason that those businesses outside of the creative industries, 
engaged in other sectors of the economy, use creatives to generate material that is more informational in nature. 


This signals great possibilities for moving image-makers to find and/or create opportunities for themselves as the need for visually-presented-information increases.



media & audiences continue to shift

As media and audiences continue to shift, humanity is undergoing a sea change in the ways we engage with content. 

Traditional models of creation and distribution are disrupted. 

User/makers are bringing a cornucopia of both traditional and twenty-first century skills and knowledge to bear on the new media landscape. 
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user-makers bringing skills & knowledge

As media and audiences continue to shift, humanity is undergoing a sea change in the ways we engage with content.

Traditional models of creation and distribution are disrupted. 

User/makers are bringing a cornucopia of both traditional and twenty-first century skills-and-knowledge to bear on the new media landscape. 



creative careers 
=  

working across multiple sectors & disciplines

Recent studies suggest that creative careers increasingly involve working across multiple sectors and disciplines.



new paradigms

The rapidly evolving arena of digital content creation is operating under new paradigms, and the successful fledgling creative practitioner needs to demonstrate a far 
greater range of capabilities than the twentieth century creative or technician. 
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The rapidly evolving arena of digital content creation is operating under new paradigms, and the successful fledgling creative practitioner needs to demonstrate a far 
greater range of capabilities than the twentieth century creative or technician. 



what’s our new role as  
moving image educators?

Change is occurring at a rate that precludes the possibility of emerging fully formed from any post-secondary education or training.  So what’s our new role as moving 
image educators?



BROADEN knowledge & skill base

other disciplines

Perhaps it is to broaden students knowledge base and skill base to include disciplines that both inform moving image and are informed by moving image. 



lift the borders of discipline

lateral approach

Perhaps it is time to lift the borders of discipline to allow more flow between them. In the new landscape, there are many connecting lines between disciplines that tie 
together previously discrete fields. These connections call for a lateral approach toward integrating the once-separate studies into new synergistic areas. 


Some examples of synergies past and present include the rich history in the blending



Art

Some examples of synergies past and present include the rich history in the blending of Art & Technology, a convergence that has never been more widespread than it is 
today. There are hundreds of examples of the use of emerging digital platforms as media for creative expression. 



Art
Business

The Business world has embraced Story as a key tool for communicating with employees as well as with current and prospective clients. As we all know, the Brand Story 
is an integral part of today’s marketing campaign. 



Art
Business
Design

Design pervades most discipline areas, and is a key capability in web and app development as well as in moviemaking and marketing (skills in which this research 
suggests tomorrow’s creative practitioner would be wise to develop conversance). 



Art
Business
Design

Computing

And how could one contribute to digital culture without having some computing basics under one’s belt?



world views

But it’s not only the skills and knowledge of these discrete areas that this research suggests imparting - it’s the world views that drive these disciplines that we see as so 
important to weave into an integrated creative practice. 



iterative, incremental making

For example, were we to bring Contemporary Art into moving image, we would integrate not only some theory and some techniques, but most importantly, the iterative, 
incremental process of art making. Conventional film methodologies are linear by nature. How can we add a cross-current of iterative making into the filmmaker’s world 
view? How might this colour the ways media makers look at making and therefore their output?
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business

Were Business to be integrated into a moving image programme, it should be done so from different angles. Those who seek to derive income from their creative practice 
need to know the basics of being and running a business. This encompasses both the standard conventions of business operation and a look at new and emerging, 
particularly disruptive, business models. Also the skills of outreach and promotion that are vital to business are important not only for the practitioner themselves but also 
for the content that they might find themselves developing for their clients.
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being & running a biz

new & emerging (disruptive) biz models

outreach & promotion

Were Business to be integrated into a moving image programme, it should be done so from different angles. Those who seek to derive income from their creative practice 
need to know the basics of being and running a business. This encompasses both the standard conventions of business operation and a look at new and emerging, 
particularly disruptive, business models. Also the skills of outreach and promotion that are vital to business are important not only for the practitioner themselves but also 
for the content that they might find themselves developing for their clients.



design

Not enough can be said about the benefits that can result from bringing Design into the world of the moving image maker. This includes both the elements and principles 
of Design and also the virtues of the analytic and creative process of design thinking. In order to remain adaptable to morphing media and economic landscapes, 
graduates should be empowered with the ability to identify, frame and resolve issues that might arise through change. The elements and various facets of design thinking 
are well-documented, and involve an iterative cycle of ideation, prototyping, testing, and evaluating. But  suffice to say that it encompasses a set of skills vital to remain 
agile in today’s world. 
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Not enough can be said about the benefits that can result from bringing Design into the world of the moving image maker. This includes both the elements and principles 
of Design and also the virtues of the analytic and creative process of design thinking. In order to remain adaptable to morphing media and economic landscapes, 
graduates should be empowered with the ability to identify, frame and resolve issues that might arise through change. The elements and various facets of design thinking 
are well-documented, and involve an iterative cycle of ideation, prototyping, testing, and evaluating. 

But  suffice to say that it encompasses a set of skills that are vital to remaining agile in today’s world. 



app design
computing principles
coding

It would of course behoove the moving image content creator to know something about app design, laying ontop of a foundational knowledge of basic computing 
principles, and even how to code



cornucopia of skills 

full set of brushes 

palette of many colours

So on one hand, what we’re talking about here is arming tomorrow’s content architects with a cornucopia of skills; a full set of brushes and a pallet of many colours with 
which to address the changing creative needs before them. And how do we do that?



a new way of looking
multi-specialism & agility

And also, we’re opening the topic of a new way of looking at curriculum for moving image content creation. In order to teach multi-specialism and agility, this approach to 
curriculum must transcend current institutional silos, and it also must be able to itself remain agile, able to adapt quickly to changes in the landscape. 
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And also, we’re opening the topic of a new way of looking at curriculum for moving image content creation. In order to teach multi-specialism and agility, this approach to 
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uncertain territory
“There’s very little predictability anymore in change. 

And you can’t deal with constant change using the old tools. 

Innovation means doing something you’ve never done before, 

which means you’re learning as you go.”

But this is, of course, uncertain territory. As Scott Dierdorf points out in his book Becoming Agile, “There’s very little predictability anymore in change. And you can’t deal 
with constant change using the old tools. Innovation means doing something you’ve never done before, which means you’re learning as you go.” 



new ways of looking at the teaching and 
learning of moving image content creation

We must develop new ways of looking at the teaching-and-learning of moving image content creation in our quest to most faithfully prepare graduates for a morphing 
future. 



Agile
iterative set of guiding methods 

building a complex system 

dynamic, changing environment

One possible starting point could be to take a page from the Agile Development movement, which is an iterative set of guiding methods for building a complex system (a 
piece of software) for release into a dynamic, changing environment.



Agile

human interaction over technology

respond quickly to external changes 

self-organising teams

Agile development is based on a set of ideas and principles that value human interaction over technology for its own sake and is designed to respond quickly to external 
changes. It is structured around self-organising teams rather than a rigid hierarchy, and as such, seems a good fit for continual development and re-development of a 
dynamic curriculum that facilitates teaching and learning a changing base of knowledge and skills. 



moving image content creators

an evolving landscapefor

Prepare

for change
to innovate

with a big basket of tools

Each year, film schools will be sending moving image content creators out into an evolving landscape. 

We need to prepare them for change, which, by necessity, will require them to innovate. 

For this, they will need a foundational cornucopia of inspirations, references, skills and capabilities. 

They will need to aspire to become multi-specialist visual experience designers with a big basket of tools. 

And in order to begin thinking about incubating agile innovators, 

we ourselves need to embed agility into the curricula that nurture them. 



agile curriculum !

Each year, film schools will be sending moving image content creators out into an evolving landscape. We need to prepare them for change, which, by necessity, will 
require them to innovate. For this, they will need a foundational cornucopia of inspirations, references, skills and capabilities. They will need to aspire to become multi-
specialist visual experience designers with a big basket of tools. 

And in order to begin thinking about incubating agile innovators, we ourselves need to embed agility into the curricula that nurture them. 
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